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We provide a complete list of 59 orientable neighborly 2-manifolds with 12
vertices of genus 6, and we study their possible flat embeddings in Euclidean
3-space. Whereas the question of embeddability remains open in its general form,
we obtain several properties of the embedding (polyhedral realization) under the
assumption that it does exist:
1. The order of the geometrical automorphism group of any polyhedral
realization would not exceed 2.
2. The polyhedral realization would not be obtainable via the Schlegel
diagram of any 4-polytope; moreover, none of our orientable neighborly
2-manifolds with 12 vertices can be found within of the 2-skeleton of any
4-polytope.
3. The polyhedral realization would not allow a tetrahedral subdivision
without inserting new vertices.
By using a weaker version of the manifold property, we obtain neighborly polyhedra
with 2n vertices for every n3.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The present work is motivated by two questions:
1. Does there exist an orientable triangulated 2-manifold that is not
geometrically embeddable in three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 ?
2. Does there exist apart from the tetrahedron and Csa sza r’s torus
[10] an additional neighborly polyhedron, the boundary of which is a
2-manifold?
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The second one might lead to an answer to the first but it is also of interest
in its own.
By a neighborly polyhedron we mean a three-dimensional polyhedron P,
any two vertices of which are joined by an edge of P. The boundary com-
plex of a neighborly polyhedron is usually required to be a 2-manifold.
Hence the boundary complex of P is an orientable triangulated 2-manifold
N in which every two vertices are joined by an edge of N. If n denotes the
number of vertices of N, it follows from Euler’s equation that the genus of
N is (n&3)(n&4)12, hence n#0, 3, 4, or 7 (mod 12). There is a unique
neighborly torus with seven vertices, and it is geometrically realizable in
R3, e.g., by Csa sza r’s torus; see [10, 8, 5]. Ringel, Youngs, and coauthors
proved (see Ringel [16]) that for every n4 satisfying n#0, 3, 4, or 7
(mod 12), there exists an orientable neighborly 2-manifold with n vertices
and genus (n&3)(n&4)12. Thus the natural next candidate for a
neighborly polyhedron would be one whose boundary complex is a
neighborly 2-manifold of genus 6 with 12 vertices.
We come back to the first question. From Steinitz’ theorem [19] it
follows that every triangulation of the 2-sphere is geometrically realizable in
R3. That is, it can be embedded in R3, so that every triangle is planar and
it has no self-intersections. For a recent contribution to questions concern-
ing the higher dimensional Steinitz problem; see [23] and Richter-Gebert
and Ziegler [15]. But in R3, it is not even known if every triangulation of
the torus is geometrically realizable. If an embedded orientable triangulated
2-manifold according to Question 1 does exist, as one tends to believe, it
should possess a small number of vertices relative to the genus, and this,
using Euler’s equation, leads to the family of neighborly 2-manifolds. Since
the neighborly torus with seven vertices is geometrically realizable, the first
case to consider is the case of the neighborly 2-manifolds with 12 vertices
of genus 6.
N 12 will stand for an orientable neighborly 2-manifold with 12 vertices of
genus 6, and realizable means geometrically embeddable in R3 with flat
triangles. Since a realization of an N 12 yields a neighborly polyhedron, we
can put our motivating questions in the form:
1. Is there a non-realizable N 12 ?
2. Is there a realizable N 12?
We are going to provide answers to these questions under symmetry
assumptions, under the assumption that the resulting realizable polyhedra
can be partitioned into tetrahedra without inserting new vertices, and we
exclude a certain construction method which in general is applicable. The
method in computational synthetic geometry of finding first a compatible
oriented matroid and later determining whether it can be realized, compare
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e.g., [9, 2, 3], leads in principle to a finite algorithm for solving both our
problems. But the complexity for both of the above algorithmical parts lies
far beyond what we can achieve, compare also [6, Chap. 6] for more
details about the complexity of similar problems. Our investigations with
computational support were started many years ago. Our theorems are
mainly reports about these computational findings. The corresponding
implementations (with recent versions by P. Schuchert) were also useful in
many other instances.
We begin with a generation and description of the complete list of the
N 12 ’s in Section 2, and we discuss their combinatorial symmetries in
Section 3. Every convex simplicial 3-polytope K has at least one tetrahedral
subdivision without additional vertices. All such tetrahedral subdivisions
can already be obtained on a combinatorial level from the combinatorial
structure of the boundary complex of K. In Section 4 we discuss the
possibility of such tetrahedral subdivisions of the N 12 ’s. In Section 5 we
use results of these tetrahedral subdivisions to prove that none of the N 12 ’s
can be found as a subcomplex of the boundary complex of any 4-polytope:
We cannot obtain a realizable N 12 via a Schlegel diagram from any
4-polytope.
Whereas the results so far failed to yield a third neighborly polyhedron,
we show in Section 6 that if the restrictions on the boundary complex are
somewhat weakened, then for every n3 there exists a neighborly
polyhedron with 2n vertices. The boundary complex of these are neighborly
2-pseudomanifolds of a certain type, rather than 2-manifolds.
2. Generation and Description of the N 12 ’s
At the start of our investigation, three distinct N 12 ’s were known to
exist: two (Nos. 54 and 58 in Table I) were described (schematically) by
Ringel in [16, pp. 82, 174], and the third (No. 50) was discovered by
U. Brehm (private communication). As an example we have drawn the list
of triangles of Brehm’s manifold in Fig. 1. It has Z4 as its automorphism
group, generated by (0, 1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6, 7)(8, 9, a, b). The shaded triangles
define via the automorphism group Z4 the complete set of 44 triangles of
this N 1250 .
By using two local operations of constructing such maps from known
examples, the first author produced a list of 59 distinct N 12 ’s (see [1]). By
using a global computational search, the second author rediscovered these
59 N 12 ’s and he confirmed the conjectured completeness. The main idea
was to require the local conditions for the orientable neighborly 2-manifold
property and to generate the tree of all compatible combinatorial structures
up to a relabeling of the vertices.
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TABLE I
The Complete List of the 59 Orientable Neighborly 2-Manifolds with 12 Vertices of Genus 6,
by Means of Their 2-Simplices
. .
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TABLE I (Continued )
. .
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Fig. 1. Three stars of Brehm’s example of an N 12.
Theorem 2.1. There are precisely 59 distinct orientable neighborly
2-manifolds with 12 vertices. Or, equivalently, there are precisely 59 distinct
embeddings of the complete graph with 12 vertices (K12) on the orientable
2-manifold of genus 6.
Each of these embeddings yields a map on the orientable 2-manifold of
genus 6. Those 59 maps are listed in Table I. The 12 vertices of each of
these N 12 ’s are labeled 0, 1, 2, ..., 9, a, b.
For each map we can assign a matrix, the fingerprint-matrix
(abbreviated FP-matrix) of the map. This matrix provides us with a useful
invariant of the map, which is independent of the particular labeling of the
vertices. It is useful both for discriminating between distinct maps (as
isomorphic N 12 ’s have identical FP-matrices) and for the study of the
symmetries of the map.
The FP-matrix has been introduced in [1] for a neighborly 2-manifold
with any number of vertices. Here we recall the definition. Let N be a
neighborly 2-manifold with v vertices and x a vertex of N. Denote k=v&1
and let y1 , y2 , ..., yk be the link of x (i.e., xyi&1 yi are triangles of the map
for i=1, 2, ..., k, where y0= yk). Since N is a map, for each edge yi&1 yi
there is a unique vertex zi{x in N such that yi&1 yizi is a triangle in N,
and since N is neighborly, there is a unique number .(i) with
2.(i)v&4 such that zi= yi+.(i) or zi= yi+.(i)&k .
Define the fingerprint-vector (FP-vector) of x to be the smallest k-tuple
(with respect to lexicographic ordering) in the set
[(.(i), .(i+1), ..., .(k), .(1), ..., .(i&1)): i=1, ..., k]
_ [.(i), .(i&1), ..., .(1), .(k), ..., .(i+1): i=1, ..., k],
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where .(i)=v&2&.(i). It follows from this definition that the FP-vector
of a vertex x does not depend on the labeling of the vertices of the map nor
on the chosen representation of the link.
Now define the fingerprint-matrix (FP-matrix) of N to be the v_(v&1)-
matrix in which the v rows are the FP-vectors of the vertices of N, ordered
lexicographically (the first row being the lexicographically smallest FP-
vector).
As an example, we present the FP-matrix for the first orientable
neighborly 2-manifold N 121 :
2 2 2 2 2 3 5 6 3 3 5
2 2 5 3 3 4 5 2 6 4 4
2 2 5 6 3 5 5 3 8 5 8
2 2 6 4 7 5 7 5 8 3 8
2 3 3 6 3 3 3 3 8 5 5
2 3 3 7 8 2 4 6 3 5 8
2 3 5 2 6 3 6 8 2 4 5
2 3 6 7 3 3 7 5 3 8 5
2 4 2 7 4 4 7 7 5 2 7
2 6 4 5 5 6 2 8 3 3 7
2 8 4 6 7 3 5 5 5 3 6
3 3 3 5 6 6 6 7 4 7 7
Again it follows that the FP-matrix of N is independent of the labeling
of the vertices of N. Thus two isomorphic N ’s have identical FP-matrices.
Conversely, in all the examples we checked (which amounts to tens of
thousands) every two N ’s with the same FP-matrix turned out to be
isomorphic. Whether this holds in general is an open problem.
An automorphism  of N can map a vertex x to a vertex y only if x and
y have the same FP-vector, and if (x)= y, then link x is mapped on link
y in a manner which is strictly constrained by the contents of the FP-vector
of x. These constraints usually facilitate an easy calculation of the
automorphism group of N.
We have ordered the 59 N 12 ’s in Table I to the increasing lexicographical
order of the FP-matrices. It is an interesting fact that all the N 12 ’s differ
already by the first row of the FP-matrix. Thus we provide, in Table II, the
first row of each of the 59 FP-matrices. It facilitates the location, for
each N 12, its isomorph in Table I.
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TABLE II
The First Rows of the Fingerprint Matrices of the 59
Orientable Neighborly 2-Manifolds with 12 Vertices
Note. The order is column-wise from left to right.
3. Symmetry
We classified our 59 neighborly 2-manifolds according to their auto-
morphism groups. The types of these groups (where they are nontrivial)
are listed in the following table.
Order No. N 12i Generators of the automorphism group
2 5, 12, 15, 32, 44, 45, 46, 53, 55 (0 1)(2 3)(4 5)(6 7)(8 9)(a b)
3 47 (0 1 2)(3 4 5)(6 7 8)(9 a b)
4 7, 38, 43, 50, 56, 59 (0 1 2 3)(4 5 6 7)(8 9 a b)
4 51 (0 1)(2 3)(4 5)(6 7)(8 9)(a b)
(0 2)(1 3)(4 6)(5 7)(8 a)(9 b)
6 54, 57 (0 1 2)(3 4 5)(6 7 8)(9 a b)
(0 3)(1 5)(2 4)(6 b)(7 a)(8 9)
12 58 (0 1 2)(3 4 5)(6 7 8)(9 a b)
(0 4)(1 9)(2 6)(3 a)(5 8)(7 b)
(0 7)(1 5)(2 a)(3 6)(4 b)(8 9)
When looking for compatible oriented matroids for a given map, we can
also prescribe its symmetry. This reduces the CPU-time very much, a fact
which has been tested also in various other instances. We found that when
requiring a symmetry of order 3 in any case, or requiring a symmetry of
order 2 in case No. 5, there is no compatible oriented matroid. We formu-
late our computational investigation as the following theorem. For the
second assertion of the theorem alone, the CPU-time accumulated to 15
days on a Hewlett Packard 9000 workstation Series 700 with a clock speed
of 100 MHz.
Theorem 3.1. There is no neighborly polyhedron with 12 vertices with a
geometric automorphism group of order greater than 2. The map N 125 cannot
be realized with a geometric automorphism of order 2.
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4. Tetrahedral Subdivisions
Let M be a closed combinatorial (d&1)-manifold with n vertices. A tetra-
hedral subdivision of M is a combinatorial d-manifold T with n vertices and
boundary M.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of such a tetrahedral subdivision. For each
vertex we depict its link in this subdivision. From this link we readily read
the nine tetrahedra containing that vertex. The fact that all these tetrahedra
form a tetrahedral subdivision of N 1256 can be checked easily. A computer
search for all the tetrahedral subdivisions yielded the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The 59 orientable neighborly 2-manifolds with 12 vertices
yield altogether precisely 354 tetrahedral subdivisions. The number of
Fig. 2. Tetrahedral subdivision of N 1256 .
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tetrahedral subdivisions for each of the 59 N 12 ’s is shown in the following
table:
No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. *
1 7 2 8 3 20 4 3 5 6 6 15 7 2 8  9 2
10 11 11 7 12 4 13 9 14 4 15 9 16 10 17 4 18 4
19 12 20 16 21 3 22 8 23 5 24 4 25 1 26  27 2
28 2 29 1 30 8 31  32 4 33 8 34 9 35 5 36 6
37 8 38 14 39 7 40 3 41 7 42 10 43 6 44 3 45 4
46 12 47 3 48 8 49 12 50 7 51 1 52 12 53 3 54 6
55  56 1 57 3 58  59 5
Thus there are exactly five N 12 ’s without a tetrahedral subdivision. More
information about the algorithm for generating tetrahedral subdivisions
can be found in [17]. In particular, an example is worked out there in
detail.
When discussing polyhedra in R3, we distinguish the combinatorial
version of a tetrahedral subdivisions from that of a geometrical tetrahedral
subdivision, i.e., a partition of the polyhedron in R3 into tetrahedra without
inserting additional vertices.
Theorem 4.2. No orientable neighborly 2-manifolds with 12 vertices can
be geometrically embedded in R3 in a manner that admits a geometrical
tetrahedral subdivision.
The proof was obtained by generating all compatible oriented matroids
of the 254 tetrahedral subdivisions. It took a total CPU-time of 70 days on
a HP 9000700 to show that there exist no such oriented matroids. This
also indicates that the search for compatible oriented matroids without
additional properties, like the tetrahedral subdivisions in this case, exceeds
our computational limits.
Theorem 4.2 does not necessarily solve our problem of geometrically
embedding a neighborly 2-manifold with 12 vertices in R3. In [3] we found
a neighborly polyhedron which does not admit a geometric tetrahedral
subdivision. The boundary of this polyhedron is not a 2-manifold but a 2-
pseudomanifold. Thus the general problem of geometrical embedding of a
neighborly 2-manifold with 12 (or more) vertices is still open.
A standard method for proving that a certain 2-complex K is geometri-
cally embeddable in R3 is by finding a convex 4-polytope P which contains
(a complex isomorphic to) K in its skeleton. A Schlegel diagram of P
would yield the desired embedding of K. If any of the 59 N 12 ’s could be
found in the skeleton of a convex 4-polytope P, then any Schlegel diagram
of P would yield a geometrical embedding not only of the N 12 but also of a
tetrahedral subdivision of that N 12. Thus Theorem 4.2 implies the following.
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Theorem 4.3. No neighborly 2-manifold with 12 vertices is a subcomplex
of a convex 4-polytope.
In other words, all the 59 N 12 ’s are non-Schlegelian, in the sense of [4].
This generalizes an assertion of Schulz [18] that no N 12 is embeddable in
the 2-skeleton of a sewn 4-polytope.
5. Three-Manifolds Containing an N 12
In some cases, a neighborly 2-manifold N 12i yields two tetrahedral sub-
divisions T1 , T2 which are disjoint in the sense that the intersection of their
2-skeleta is precisely N 12i . Combining these disjoint tetrahedral subdivi-
sions yields an orientable neighborly 3-manifold with 12 vertices without a
boundary and which has the N 12i in its 2-skeleton.
Theorem 5.1. There are precisely 68 (neighborly) 3-manifolds with 12
vertices which have an orientable neighborly 2-manifold with 12 vertices in
there 2-skeleta.
The proof was achieved by checking all unions of proper disjoint pairs
of all the 354 tetrahedral subdivisions and testing them for isomorphism.
The number of 3-manifolds with a given N 12i in their 2-skeleta is given in
the following list:
No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. * No. *
2 2 3 3 5 1 10 4 13 3 15 1 16 1 19 4 20 4
23 2 24 2 30 2 32 1 33 2 34 3 35 2 36 2 37 1
38 2 41 1 42 4 46 5 48 2 49 5 50 1 52 8
As an example, we list here, by their 54 tetrahedra, the two 3-manifolds
containing a disjoint union of tetrahedral subdivisions of N 122 . The com-
plete list of all 68 neighborly 3-manifolds can be found in [17].
(1) 0159 0234 034a 0459 049b 04ab 068b 06ab 079b 1234 1235 1259 128a 129a
1347 1356 156b 269a 26ab 278a 3478 3789 379b 4678 5678 568b 578a
015a 019a 0235 0245 035a 0689 069a 0789 078b 1246 126b 128b 1367 1467
158a 158b 2459 2469 278b 27ab 3489 349b 34ab 3567 357a 37ab 4689
(2) 0159 0234 034a 0459 049b 04ab 068b 06ab 079b 1248 1367 1467 1468 158a
158b 159a 168b 2348 2357 2378 257a 259a 269a 26ab 3567 3789 379b
0124 012a 0145 019a 023a 0689 069a 0789 078b 128a 136b 137b 1457 157b
2356 236b 23ab 2569 278a 3489 349b 34ab 4567 4569 4689 578a 578b
Next we determine the topological type of all such tetrahedral subdivisions.
We refer the reader to [6] for the notion of the Las Vergnas face lattice
of a matroid polytope.
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Theorem 5.2. All the 68 neighborly 3-manifolds with 12 vertices
containing an N 12 in their 2-skeleta are 3-spheres. None of them is the Las
Vergnas face lattice of a matroid polytope.
Proof. We determine Heegaard-splittings; see, i.e., [20, 12], of genus
one for all those 3-manifolds. The proof is similar for all the 68 three-
manifolds and we give a part of it for the first two 3-manifolds. The
complete proof for all 68 three-manifolds can be found in [17].
In the following list we give a Heegaard-splitting (T1 , T2) of genus one
for one 3-manifold N. We present the component T1 and a curve v which
is null-homotop in T2 :=N"T1 . The property of v is proved by two
tetrahedra of T2 and the property that the three edges of v lie in the
boundary of T2 :
(no. 1): T1=[0234, 034a, 049b, 04ab, 079b, 1234, 1347, 3478, 3789, 379b],
v=349:3489, 349b
(no. 2): T1=[0234, 034a, 049b, 04ab, 079b, 2348, 2378, 3789, 379b],
v=349:3489, 349b.
By identifying the meridian v of T2 and the latitude v of T1 , we see that
the union of both components is a 3-sphere, see [12 or 22, Section 3].
For the second part of the theorem we have extensively used an
implementation of the third author for determining compatible matroid
polytopes for a 3-sphere. For none of the 68 three-spheres does there exist
a compatible matroid polytope. K
The second part of this theorem implies Theorem 4.3. A generalization
to more than 12 vertices leads to the following.
Theorem 5.3. No matroid polytope in rank 5 contains an orientable
neighborly 2-manifold with 12 vertices as a subcomplex in its Las Vergnas
face lattice.
Proof. The restriction of a matroid polytope with N 12i in its 2-skeleton
of its Las Vergnas face lattice to the 12 vertices of N 12i cannot exist by
Theorem 5.2. K
6. Neighborly Polyhedra
By a polyhedron without diagonals or also neighborly polyhedron, we
mean a polyhedron P in Euclidean 3-space R3 with a connected interior,
in which for every two vertices x, y of P, the line-segment [x, y] joining
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x and y is an edge of P. In particular it follows that bd P, the boundary
complex of P, is a simplicial 2-complex and that the graph of P (whose ver-
tices and edges are the vertices and edges of P, resp.) is a complete graph.
Note that in the above definition, bd P is not required to be a 2-manifold.
The existence of distinct types of neighborly polyhedra P depends on the
requirements of the boundary complex bd P, as follows. If bd P is required
to be a sphere, then (as follows already from Euler’s equation) the only
possible neighborly polyhedron P is the tetrahedron. If bd P is allowed to
be a 2-manifold (necessarily orientable), then, as mentioned in Section 1,
beside the tetrahedron we know of Csa sza r’s torus [10] (which has seven
vertices). The existence of more neighborly polyhedra of this type is an
open question, and the present article may be considered as a search for
such a polyhedron with 12 vertices.
The requirement that the boundary of a neighborly polyhedron P be a
2-manifold is equivalent to the requirement that bd P be a simplicial
2-complex satisfying:
1. Any two vertices x, y # bd P are joined by an edge of bd P.
2. Every edge is contained in exactly two triangles.
3. The link of every vertex is a closed cycle.
If we drop the third requirement (which means that the link of each vertex
is allowed to be a union of several disjoint closed cycles), then bd P is a
neighborly 2-pseudomanifold, briefly an NPM.
An NPM may be obtained from a neighborly 2-manifold (or from a
union of such manifolds) M by pinching M at certain sets of vertices. Thus
it is essentially a 2-manifold pinched at vertices. A neighborly NPM with
n vertices is known also as a Mendelsohn triple system S2(2, 3, n). For more
details see [2].
The existence of neighborly polyhedra P with n>7 vertices such that
bd P is an NPM is established in [2, 3] for n=9 and n=10. Moreover,
there are altogether five distinct orientable NPM’s with nine vertices, and
each of them is realizable as the boundary complex of some neighborly
polyhedra (sometimes in more than one way); see [2]. There are
altogether 32 distinct orientable NPM’s with 10 vertices. Of these, 29 are
realizable, one is not realizable (thus providing a first case of this kind),
and two are unsettled; see [3]. We do not know if there exist neighborly
polyhedra of this kind with more than 10 vertices.
If we allow the boundary complexes of our neighborly polyhedra to be of
a more general type, that is, to be a 2-manifold (or a union of 2-manifolds)
pinched at edges (let us call it a generalized 2-pseudomanifold ), then we have
the following.
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Theorem 6.1. For every n3, there is a neighborly polyhedron in R3
with 2n vertices, whose boundary is a generalized 2-pseudomanifold.
Proof. Let A1 , ..., An be n points in general position in R3, and denote
:=min[<) Ai Aj Ak : 1i{ j{k{in]. Choose n small line-segments
ai=[Bi , Ci] (1in), no two of which are coplanar, such that for each
i, Ai is the midpoint of ai , and such that for each i{ j, <) Bj AiCjR: (e.g.,
<) BjAiCj<:100), so that for each i{ j, each of the angles BjBi Cj ,
Bj Ci Cj is less than :3.
For each 1i{ jn define ;ij=conv[Bi , Ci , Bj , Cj]. The ;ij’s are ( n2)
tetrahedra, the intersection of any two of which is either empty or a com-
mon edge. The union Q of these ( n2) tetrahedra is almost the desired
neighborly polyhedron. The property it lacks is that its interior is not con-
nected; rather it has ( n2) components.
The desired neighborly polyhedron P will be conv Q"Q, after some
measure of caution is taken in the construction of Q. Trouble may arise if
some of the line segments ai lay in bd(conv Q), the boundary complex of
the convex hull of Q, as in this case some (or all) of these ai’s may be mis-
sing edges in P. To avoid this possibility, the construction of Q should be
slightly modified as follows:
Let Q$=conv[A1 , ..., An]. Choose the notation so that precisely
A1 , ..., Ar (rn) are in bd Q$. Choose the line-segments ar+1 , ..., an so that
they lay inside Q$, and choose a1 , ..., ar so that for each 1ir, Ci is inside
Q$ and Bi is outside it. Now, among the points in the set [Bi , Ci : 1in],
precisely B1 , ..., Br lay in bd(conv Q), and conv Q=conv[B1 , ..., Br].
It follows that P :=conv Q"Q is the desired neighborly polyhedron. K
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